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8 January 1973: Luna 21 and Lunokhod 2 (Soviet
Union)
The 4850 kg Luna 21 spacecraft was launched from
Baikonur at 06:56 UT on a Proton booster, placed in a
low Earth parking orbit and then put on a lunar trajectory. Power problems required that the Lunokhod solar
panel be opened in flight to augment power, and stowed
again for the trajectory correction and orbit insertion
burns and for landing. On 12 January Luna 21 entered a
90 km by 100 km lunar orbit inclined 60° to the equator.
After a day in orbit the low point was reduced to
16 km, and on 15 January after 40 orbits the vehicle
braked and dropped to just 750 m above the surface.
Then the main thrusters slowed the descent, and at
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22 m a set of secondary thrusters took over until the
spacecraft was only 1.5 meters high, when the thrusters
were shut off. Landing time was 23:35 UT.
The site was in Le Monnier crater on the eastern edge
of Mare Serenitatis, 180 km north of the Apollo 17 landing site, at 25.85° N, 30.45° E (Figure 327A). The lander
carried images of Lenin and the Soviet coat-of-arms.
Lunokhod 2, 170 cm long, 160 cm wide and 135 cm
high with a mass of 840 kg, was similar to Lunokhod 1
but carried an additional TV camera, mounted higher to
make driving easier for terrestrial controllers. It also
carried additional experimental equipment.

After landing, Lunokhod 2 surveyed its surroundings. A rock partly blocked the west-facing ramp so the
rover was driven east across a shallow crater, leaving the
lander at 01:14 UT on 16 January. It rested 30 m from
the descent stage to recharge its batteries until 18
January, and then drove northwards around the lander
to photograph it and the rim of LeMonnier crater in the
background. Finally it drove about 1200 m further to the
southeast, towards hills visible on the crater rim before
stopping on 19 January to sit out the lunar night. This
was the most visually dramatic and interesting of all
Soviet landing sites, and the rover explored a landscape
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Figure 312 Apollo 17 EVA 1.

of craters, mountains and valleys over four lunar days
and 37 km of travel. The rover paused around each lunar
noon when lack of shadows made driving difficult,
allowing the solar panels to recharge its batteries. At
night the rover closed its "lid" to conserve heat, and
was warmed by a small radioactive source.
Lunokhod 2 returned 86 panoramic images and
over 80000 TV pictures. Soil mechanics observations,
laser ranging measurements and magnetometer readings
were conducted throughout the drive. Solar X-rays were
detected, and the light levels of the daytime sky were
monitored. The light levels were unexpectedly high,
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enough to be an impediment to lunar daytime astronomy, but whether this counter-intuitive result is a true
observation or the result of an instrument problem is
unclear.
On 4 June controllers announced that the mission was
finished, having failed in mid-May. Lunokhod 2 was left
parked in a position which allowed its laser retroreflector to be used, and it is still functioning today.
Lunokhod l's reflector apparently cannot be used
(page 261), but many reports on these missions erroneously reverse these statements.
Figures 329 to 331 are compiled from Apollo 15
panoramic camera frames 9294 and 9296 and a map
drawn to record the route and experiment locations of
this highly successful rover mission. The map has not
been published independently, but the western section
was reproduced by Vernov (1978, p. 428). That illustration and a reduced version of the full map were kindly
provided by Jeanna Rodionova of Sternberg State
Astronomical Institute, Moscow. The Apollo 15 images
have been reprojected to fit the Soviet map as closely as
possible. Dates along the route in these figures are taken
from the source map, but they do not correspond in all
details with other accounts.
The black line shows the route of Lunokhod 2. Dates
of specific stops and experiments are shown. An X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer measured the regolith composition at locations marked X. P indicates the locations of
panoramic photography, though all panoramas may not
be shown. L indicates the locations of laser reflector
experiments. The laser retroreflector was supplied by
France. S marks places where the daytime sky brightness
was measured.
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After landing, the rover was driven eastwards 30 m
and allowed to recharge its batteries (Figure 332). It then
drove around the landing stage to photograph it, and
then set off towards the southeast. It parked for the first
lunar night on 19 January on the rocky rim of a small
crater after having driven a total of 1260 m. Pictures
were returned on 20 and 21 January and the Sun set on
23 January.
Driving resumed on 10 February. From 12 to 16
February the rover parked near a large fresh boulder as
the high Sun made visibility difficult. The rover then
drove rapidly south to the nearby hills where it took
new panoramic images and performed experiments. It
headed northeast from the hills, back into the plains, on
19 February, and parked on 20 February for the second
lunar night after having driven 9086 m during the previous lunar day.
Lunokhod 2 resumed work on 12 March. It drove
about 1 km north, and stopped to take images and soil
composition data. Then, as a test of navigation and
driving ability, the rover was driven rapidly southwards along its tracks for about 2 km, stopping late on
13 March at the foot of the hills. On 14 March it was
driven northwards again along its tracks. This repeated
traverse was also used to gather magnetometer data

across the mare/highland boundary. Then the long
drive to the east began, as documented in Figure 330.
The Lunokhod controllers now set their sights on
the mountains and the long fracture in the mare surface to the east. As they drove, periodic stops were
made to take panoramic images and soil measurements. Soil mechanics observations and magnetometer
readings were made throughout the route, the magnetometer showing varying field directions as Lunokhod
passed craters. The longest daily drives were on 17
February (2230 m) and 18 February (3130 m). On 19
March Lunokhod 2 was driven through a shallow
trough (Unnoticed Rille, or Fossa Inconspicua),
which was apparently so subdued that it was barely
noticed.
On 20 March controllers stopped the rover for the
night near a prominent 400 m diameter crater. This third
day's drive had covered 16 533 m, a remarkable achievement for remote rover operation.
Two points are labelled 15-3-73 (top section of
Figure 330) but no point was labelled for 16 March on
the map reproduced by Vernov (1978). This could possibly be a mistake in the original, but more likely it
indicates that observations were made both early and
late on 15 March and none on 16 March. The labelled
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points show places where observations were made, not
overnight stops.
The fourth day of activity for Lunokhod 2 began on 9
April. Every lunar day began with the rover's "lid" being
opened to expose its lining of solar cells so the batteries
could be recharged after the long lunar night. Lunokhod
2 was driven through a subdued crater and towards the
edge of a prominent trough, Straight Rille or Fossa

Recta (Figure 331). Magnetometer readings changed
during the approach to the rim of the trough, and a
roughly 500 m traverse away from and back to the rim
was conducted on both sides of the trough to explore this
further. By driving over the same route in opposite directions, local lunar magnetism could be distinguished from
magnetic effects of the rover itself. The Lunokhodinduced magnetic effects were reversed by rotating the
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vehicle 180 degrees, while the lunar magnetism was
unchanged. This also applied to the triple route mapped
in Figure 329.
The south end of the trough was rounded on 17 April.
Extensive photography documented the rocky rims of
the trough, which may have included rare bedrock
exposures.
Near the end of the lunar day, driving northeast
away from the Sun with poor visibility, Lunokhod 2
was accidentally driven into a small crater (Chaikin
2004). As it maneuvered to climb out, the open lid
protruding behind the body of the rover struck the
crater wall and its solar cells were partly covered with
soil. A drop in power was noted, though this was not
itself a serious problem.
Unfortunately, when the lid was closed to help keep
the rover warm during the lunar night, the soil was
dumped on thermal radiators intended to cool the
rover during the day. The fourth lunar day included
8600 m of driving. Lunokhod 2 was roused on 8 May
and driven for two more days towards the hill called Far
Cape, but it overheated and died a few days into the fifth

lunar day. Before operations ceased it was oriented so its
laser reflector could be used in future. It was still being
used in 2005.
Lunokhod 2 had improved visibility provided by a
top-mounted navigation camera, and a higher frame rate
than Lunokhod 1 (every 3 seconds versus 20 seconds).
These improvements, and the growing experience of
ground controllers, were largely responsible for its ability to drive long distances. A third Lunokhod was built,
incorporating further improvements, but the program
was cancelled before it could be launched.
Figure 332 shows the surroundings of the Luna 21
landing site. The map is based on panoramic images
and must be considered only a rough sketch. Rocks are
schematic, located properly but not to scale. Panorama
locations are indicated with a letter P. This site was on
the western rim of a very shallow crater roughly 250 m
in diameter, beyond which could be seen the highest
portion of the rim of Le Monnier crater, 50 km to the
northeast.
Luna 21 landed late on 15 January, and Lunokhod 2
soon drove off its landing stage towards the east. It
parked about 30 m from the lander to recharge its batteries, having driven through a subdued 25 m diameter
crater. On 18 January Lunokhod 2 was driven to a point
on the north rim of the 25 m crater where it photographed the landing stage and the hill Le Monnier
Alpha in the distance to the southwest. Here it was
turned in place to create a circular mark with its wheels,
and then moved a few meters where it made a second
circle. The resulting figure 8 marking was later described
as a memorial to commemorate International Women's
Day, 8 March, which was a holiday in the Soviet Union
and is in Russia today.
Controllers then drove Lunokhod 2 close to the
lander to photograph it. The rover came closer than
was considered safe, about 4 m from it, and was carefully
steered around it. A final panorama (Figure 333) showed
the lander and tracks against the nearby craters and a
hilly horizon. The tracks of Lunokhod 2 are visible at left
and a hill, part of the southern rim of Le Monnier crater,
is at far right. Then Lunokhod 2 set off on its long drive
south to the rim of Le Monnier.
More panoramas from Lunokhod 2 are presented in
Figure 334.
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Figure 327 Luna 21 landing area.
The location of the Luna 21 landing site, and its relationship to
the Apollo 17 and old Littrow landing sites (Figures 308, 160C),
are shown in Figure 327A. Luna 21 landed about 5 km north of
the hills forming the southern rim of Le Monnier, an old crater
partly flooded by lavas from Mare Serenitatis. The low southern
rim of Le Monnier was just visible from the landing site. More
prominent on the horizon were the high eastern rim of the
crater near 27 N, 32 E, and the high peak Le Monnier Alpha to
the west.
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Figure 327B is a mosaic of Apollo 15 panoramic camera images showing the landing area. The image is distorted by oblique
viewing, which is only partly corrected for by reprojection. The outline of Figure 328A is shown. There are many features of geological
interest in this region including a long north-trending straight rille, probably indicating a deep fracture, east of the landing site.
The base map for Figure 327A is the same as for Figure 308. The mosaic in Figure 327B includes parts of frames AS15-P-9292, 9294,
9296 and 9298.
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Figure 328 The Luna 21 landing site.
Figure 328A is taken from a map produced at MIIGAiK using Apollo 15 image data, reproduced courtesy of K. B. Shingareva.
Lunokhod 2's route was not shown on the original map, but it was added by hand to this copy of the map in the collection of the
US Geological Survey in Flagstaff. Base map: Topograficheskaya karta na raion deistviya Lunokhoda-2, VN-B-3-41-C, original
scale 1:50 000, 1973.
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Figure 328B is a detail of Figure 328A showing the Lunokhod 2 route. Several features are given informal names. Published
sources include alternate translations of some names: Unnoticed Rille and Straight Rille were also called Fossa Inconspicua and
Fossa Recta respectively, in latinized forms similar to official lunar names. Round Gulf was also translated as Circle Harbour.
These were the only informal names given to features at any Soviet landing site.
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Figure 329 Western section of Lunokhod 2 route.
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Figure 330 Central sections of Lunokhod 2 route.
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Figure 331 Eastern section of Lunokhod 2 route.
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Figure 332 The Luna 21 landing site.

Figure 333 Luna 21 lander viewed from the west on 18 January.
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Figure 334 (both pages) Lunokhod 2 panoramas.
Figure 334A shows the International Women's Day memorial (dark figure eight shape at left), situated a few meters northeast of
the Luna 17 lander. The image was taken on 18 January. The bright hills at left above a darker horizon form the highest part of the
eastern rim of Le Monnier crater, 50 km from the landing site.
Figure 334B shows hills forming the southern rim of Le Monnier crater. This image was taken on 18 March. The highest hill at the
centre of the image is Near Cape. Far Cape lies at far left, just above the horizontal rod. A low ridge on the near horizon just to the
right of Far Cape is the rim of a subdued crater just south of the rover, shown on Figure 330. The image was reproduced from a
very-low-quality original and has been extensively enhanced.
Figure 334C is a view of the hills of Le Monnier Alpha where Le Monnier crater meets Mare Serenitatis. The image was taken near
local noon on the second lunar day, about 15 February, looking west.
Figure 334D illustrates the typical appearance of the floor of Le Monnier crater, showing a 10 m diameter crater beyond the
vertical hanging device. This is a composite of two panoramic images.
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Figure 334E looks west on 10 February. The hills at left are the northern parts of Le Monnier Alpha.
Figure 334F is a southward view on 10 February. Le Monnier Alpha is at far right and the Tangled Hills span the left half of the horizon.
Figure 334G (rectified to show a level horizon) shows Straight Rille with its extensive boulder field, and the hills between Near Cape
and Far Cape at extreme right. The image was taken on 16 April.
Figure 334H is a panorama made just after the magnetometer traverse on 19 April. Straight Rille is at left, with Near Cape beyond it.
All images except D have been reprojected to make the horizons level. Lunokhod images are usually printed reversed right to left, but
here they are correctly oriented. Original images courtesy Sternberg State Astronomical Institute and MIIGAiK (A to D) and USGS
Flagstaff (E to H).

